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transparency
Rated low to high 
(1–5)

fit
Seeks to sympathize, 
create agreement 
(i.e., symmetric)

friction
Seeks to agitate, 
create debate (i.e., 
asymmetric)

Contrary to con- 
ventional wisdom

counter
intuitive

lure
Draws a player 
from its preferred 
position or POV

risk-reward
Rated low to high
(L-M-H)

risk

re
w

ar
d

Marks a shift in 
a player’s 
position or POV

pivot

STRATEGIC Describes an approach, method, motive or plan (e.g., 
selective communication as found in the Filter). 

TEST 2

CAUSAL Effects outtakes and outcomes (e.g., perceptions, opinions); 
is not a result.

TEST 3

INTANGIBLE Exhibits predominantly abstract properties (i.e., requires 
no physical makeup or movement). 

TEST 4

INFLUENCE PLAY

def., /in-floo-uh ns plā/ n. 1. A stratagem, 

irreducibly unique, employed by a person, 

organization or surrogate to improve mutual 

or competitive advantage through methods 

and means of persuasion (Syn. Play, 

Influence Strategy, Influence Strategem).

TEST 1 UNIQUE Embodies a single principle of influence (i.e., cannot be 
described by two or more plays or variables). 

A surrogate who operates as a peer in 
pursuit of a common agenda.

A surrogate whose methods and motives 
are unattributed or unknown.

A surrogate who advocates for another 
player, typically for consideration.

Partner

Proxy

Plant

A coequal  PAR

A hired gun  PXY

A secret ally  PNT
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Disparage to embarrass  CT

The derision of a player, issue, symbol
or point of view.

Preen to be seen  PK

The brazen or boastful promotion of an
idea, opinion, novelty or innovation.

Taunt to trap  BT

The provocation of a player to act 
against its self-interest.
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Bait

Peacock

Call Out

Encourage to advance  CH

The invitation to make take or modify a
position.

Stipulate to dictate  DC

The assertion of an idea, opinion or
position as true or real.
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Recount to reveal  RR

The presentation and comparison of
facts, acts, commitments and claims.
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Reflect

Label

Declare

Challenge

Posterize to memorize  LB

The distillation of an idea, event, player
or product to a meme or sound bite.
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Come clean to recover  CC

The acknowledgment of a flaw, mistake 
or controversy.

Disrupt to interrupt  JM

The disabling or disorientation of com-
munications, processes or plans.
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Copy to keep up  CW

The mimicry of an established player,
position or idea.

Co-opt to control  PE

The adoption of an established position or
idea, often presumptuous or unjustified.
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Jam

Preempt

Crowd

Concede

Come clean to keep clear  DZ

The voluntary disclosure of a flaw, 
mistake or controversy.
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Repudiate to separate  RJ

The disavowal of or distancing from a 
player, issue, idea, event or brand.

Evade to avoid  DF

The sidestepping of a query, suggestion,
insinuation or attack.

Distract to conceal  DE

The diversion of a player from another’s
position or plan.
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Decoy

Deflect

Reject

Disclose

Retreat to regroup  PS

The withdrawal from a position or point
of view.
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Pass

Filter

Recast

Project

Describe Communicate to educate  DR

The impartial instruction or description
of facts and information.

Associate to emulate  PJ

The attachment by a player to an issue,
idea, event, brand or reputation.

Edit to omit  FT

The selective use of information, facts,
and figures.
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Revise to redefine  RC

The reinterpretation or repositioning of
information, players and platforms.
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Preview to play  TT

The release of preliminary concepts or
tentative plans.
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Delay to play  PZ

The deliberate suspension of play action.

Pulse to play  PG

The exploration or suggestion of implied
interests or positions.

Pause

Ping

Test

PROBE
Strategies that calibrate ideas and signal intentions

DIVERT
Strategies that reroute, shun and conceal play action

FRAME
Strategies that shape players, plans and market discussions

FREEZE
Strategies that salvage, slow and reverse play action

PROVOKE
Strategies that de-position players and elicit reactions

SURROGATES
This parties who run plays on behalf of other players

INDEPENDENT
A stratagem that transcends classification

PRESS
Strategies that compel, corner and expose players and plans

CONDITION
Strategies that monitor, shape and educate

CONTROL
Strategies that redirect, salvage and stop play action

CONFRONT
Strategies that assert a player’s position and provoke others
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